
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
inter-Department communication

DATE: July 21, 2010
AT (OFFICE): NIlPti(’

FROM: F. Anne Ross and ‘Ibm Frantz

SUBJECT: DE 09-067 Clean Power l)evelopment. tiC Complaint
Against Public Service C’ompany ofNew I Iampshire

TO: Tom Cietz, Clifton Below, Amy Ignatius and Debra Howland

Pursuant to the Commission’s secretarial letter issued on June 28, 2010 Stat)’ held
meetings and telephone calls with representatives of Clean Power Development l.l.C
(CPD) and also with representatives of Pubic Service Company of New Hampshire
(P5141-I) concerning CPD’s request that PSNH negotiate the terms of an easement to be
located on land owned by PSNIl and situated along Shelby Street in Berlin. New
Hampshire. The requested easement is purportedly needed to widen Shelby Street as a
condition ofCPD’s local approval of its proposed biomass project in Berlin.

PSNH infonncd Staff today that it will agree to negotiate the requested easement with
CPD. PSNN noted that it is still in the process of evaluating its title to the land in
question and will be in touch with counsel for (‘PD later this week to outline the steps for
moving the negotiations forward. Notwithstanding its written response of June IX. 2010.
PSNFI indicated that it will not hold up negotiation over the easement issues until
resolution of the other issues presented in docket DE 09-067.

Staff believes PSNII’s agreement to work with (‘P1) on the real estate issues in Berlin is a
positive and constructive outcome to this specific dispute without affecting either (‘I’D’s
or PSNH’s positions regarding other aspects of DE 09-067. Staff intends to continue
discussions with both CPD and PSNH to see if a mutually agreeable solution to the Cl’D
complaint can be reached.
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June 28, 20] 0

Re: DE 00—067, Clean Power Developmeni. LLC
Complaint Against Public Service Company of New Hampshire

To tile Parties:

On May 1 7, 2010, Public Service Company of New l-lampshire (PSNH) sent a letter to
Clean Power Development. LLC ((‘lean Power) responding to inquiries that Clean Power made
“re2ardinl1 certain real properly rights” desired by Clean Power in Berlin. PSNH noted that
Clean Power had “initiated litigation against PSNH alleging certain civil and criminal
misconduct.” PSNI-l indicated to Clean Power that it was “not in a position to consider your
inquiries regarding the real estate issues in Berlin until the litigation initiated by {Cleun Power]
against PSN 1-1 has concluded.”

On .Iune 9, 2010, (‘lean Power filed a letter with the Commission raising concerns
relating to Public Service Company of New l-lampshire’s (PSNJ-J’s) refusal to discuss granting all
easement to tile City of Berlin to allow tile widening of Shelby Street. According to Clean
Power. Shelby Street must be widened in order to serve the Clean Power biomass project
proposed for construction in Berlin. C’lean Power also states that the easement issue is Separate
flom the complaint proceeding, Docket No. DE 09—067, alld that tile two niatters should not be
linked. Clean Power asserts that the relusal to consider its easement request “appears to he a
C~SC 01 retaliation.’’

On .lunc 1 8, 2010, PSNH filed a response to Clean Power. PSNH stated, among other
thitlgs. thaI it “nlerely responded to [Clean Power’s] requests to obtain certain rights on real
property’ and that “[t]here has been no demand by PSNI—l for [Clean Power] to do, or not do,
anything.’’ PSNH further states that it is a private citizen and that “no provision of law requires a
private citizen to sell propert that ii owns.” It contends that “there is no basis for the
Commission to become involved in what is purely a private real estate matter.”

PSN1 I, insofar as it goes, correctly cites tile New l—Iampshire Supreme Court that: “A
utility such as PSNH does not surrender its right to manage its own affairs merely by devoting its
private business to a public use.’ (citations omitted) Such a broad statement, however, reqtlires
greater context because tile right PSNH asserts is not absolute. As a public utility PSNH is
subject to tile general supervisory power of the Commission pursuant to RSA374:3. Moreover,
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pursuant to RSA 365:5, the Commission has the authority to investigate or make inquiry “as to
any act or thing having been done, or having been omitted or proposed by any public utility.”

In its June 18, 2010 response, PSNH does not really explain why it is “not in a position”
to consider Clean Power’s request regarding an easement, The essence of PSNH’s response is
that it does not have an obligation to deal with Clean Power regarding such a request.
Nevertheless, PSNH states that: “fw]hen the litigation initiated by [Clean Power] against PSNH
has concluded, PSNH would then be in a position to consider [Clean Power’s] real property
inquiries. Only at that time will PSNH know whether it desires to grant the pfoperty rights
requested, and, ifso, at what price.”

PSNH’s characterization of its refusal to consider Clean Power’s easethent request as
something it is not in a position to do is fairly inteipreted as an assertion that considering the
request is something it cannot do. Considering the request may be somethingit prefers not to do
but there is no apparent reason that it is something it cannot do. From the Commission’s
perspective, however, it is important to determine whether consideration of th~ request is
something PSNH should reasonably do.

PSNH has made a link between Clean Power’s request to consider an easement and the
litigation in Docket No, DE 09-067 that is difficult to reconcile on its face. F~irthermore, the
circumstances of the easement that Clean Power seeks, how the City ofBerliii is affected,
whether the situation implicates energy policy matters that are properly consi~1ered, and the
property rights that PSNB holds are not clear from the letters. Accordingly, th develop a
sufficient basis on which it may take action the Coniniission has instructed Staff to inquire
further into the facts and circumstances surrounding the easement issues raise~l by Clean Power
and to file a report and recommendation as to how to proceed on or before July 13, 2010.

Sincerely,

~R
Debra A. Howland
Executive Director
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Robert A. Bersak
Assistant Secretary and

Assistant General Counsel

July 22, 2010

Raymond P. D’Amante, Esq.
DAmante, Couser, Pellerin & Associates, P.A.
Nine Triangle Park Drive
P. 0. Box 2650
Concord, New Hampshire 03302

Re: Clean Power Development, LLC

Dear Attorney D’Amante:

As a result of discussions with the Staff of the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission, Public
Service Company of New Hampshire (PSNH) has determined that it will consider the request for real
property rights desired by Clean Power Development, LLC for the improvement of Shelby Street in
Berlin, New Hampshire.

Your point of contact at PSNH for this matter will be Attorney Christopher J. Aliwarden. His email
address is allwaci@psnh.com and his phone number is 603-634-2459. Please provide Mr. Aliwarden
with the details of the real property rights that CPD is seeking (i.e., nature of rights desired, plans,
metes and bounds descriptions, any proposed deeds, appraisals, etc.). Those materials should be sent
to his attention at PSNH, Energy Park, 780 N. Commercial Street, P. 0. Box 330, Manchester, NH
03105.

Depending upon the nature and location of the real property rights desired, the transaction may
require approvals under PSNH’s existing mortgage indenture and/or approval from the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, amongst other processing.

Sincerely,

Robert A. Bersak
Assistant Secretary and

Assistant General Counsel

cc: F. Anne Ross, NHPUC
T. Frantz, NHPUC
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October 12, 2010

Christopher J. Aliwarden, Esq.
Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Energy Park
780 North Commercial Street
P0 Box 330
Manchester, NH 03105

Re: City of Berlin/Clean Power Development, LLC
1) Road Connection
2) Power Line Clearance
3) Electric Service

Dear Attorney Aliwarden:

This letter is a follow up to Robert A. Bersak’s July 22, 2010 letter in response to
discussions with and directions from the Staff of the New Hampshire Public Utilities
Commission (“PUC”) regarding Shelby Street in Berlin, New Hampshire and the Clean Power
Project (the “Project”).

Our office represents Clean Power Development, LLC (“Clean Power”) in connection
with an easement for Shelby Street, the Connector Road to Hutchins Street, and the Power Line
Clearance, and Service. As an interim status report to Public Service of New Hampshire
(‘PSNH”), the Shelby Street easement matter is being researched and laid out by our engineer. It
will take additional time to address that layout.

In the meantime, there are what we understand to be more minor matters that we would
like to resolve as we address the larger Shelby Street issue.

These more minor matters are the proposed easement needed for the connection of Shelby
Street to Hutchins Street f kla Unity Street (the ‘Connection”), the clearance assurances required
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by PSNH under the existing PSNH service easement to the Waste Water Treatment Plant (the
~‘Clearance” and the “Plant”, respectively), and the new electrical service for Clean Power from
the PSNH service easement to the sewer Plant to the Clean Power Project.

The Connection

Currently, Shelby Street goes through a residential area. Along its southerly portion,
Shelby Street is a commercial roadway, servicing a series of commercial uses. It is an
appropriate practice to separate commercial traffic from a residential area whenever feasible.
The City of Berlin seeks to address a historic traffic concern by redirecting Shelby Street’s
commercial traffic to Hutchins Street (formerly Unity Street) south of the residential area thus
limiting the intermingling of commercial and residential traffic through that residential area.

This Connection will increase safety in the residential area and reduce noise,
inconvenience and travel conflicts for the residents of Berlin in this area regardless of any
specific project. As a result, it will improve the residential neighborhood along Shelby Street to
the north of the commercial uses and improve commercial access to the south end of Shelby
Street for all property owners in the commercial area, including PSNH.

The ideal area for this connection is a narrow strip of land owned by PSNH as shown on
Exhibit A. This layout is both feasible and even compelling. The total area of impact on PSNH
land is approximately 0.2 acres, including the area for slopes and embankments in the gully
crossing. The grade change between Shelby Street and Hutchins Street in this area is significant -

approximately 15.42 feet.

Request is made for this Connection Road easement to be granted by PSNH for this
roadway Connection in the public interest (the “Easement”).

Value of Connection

A good starting point to get a relative range of value for the property for the Connection,
so we can see the value range we are talking about, is to look at the assessed value of the subject
PSNH property. The City of Berlin assesses the PSNH property as follows:

Parcel Size Amount

PSNH Parcel 118-211 1 acre $1,700
PSNH Parcel 118-82 44.78 acres $335,500

The average value per acre is $7,766.
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Other property in the area corroborates the general land value:

Parcel Size Amount

City of Berlin Parcel 116-23 6.07 acres $25,600
Great Lakes Hydro Parcel 116-24 15.28 acres $70,000
Fraser Paper Parcel 118-212 18.67 acres $35,100

The average value per acre is $3,266.

The equalization ratio in Berlin is 120.9. This means that overall in the community, the
assessed values are 20.9% higher than the fair market values. Given the current recession, this
over valuation is now a common occurrence in New Hampshire and elsewhere.

The equalized values of the above assessed values are as follows:

PSNH $7,766 = $6,423/Ac.
120.9

Other Parcels $3,266 = $2,701/Ac.
120.9

It is noted that the property owned by PSNH in the area of the Connection is narrow,
short, has a considerable grade change and is not buildable. Consequently, its value is further
limited from the above numbers based on the layout, narrowness, grade change and lack of viable
use of that area of the property.

The general value of the Connection area, based on current PSNH assessments, is:

0.2 Acres x $ 6,423 /Ac. = $1,285.00

The roadway Connection improvement for Shelby Street could actually increase the
usability and, therefore, the value of the remaining PSNH properties. This would further benefit
the PSNH ratepayers without any cost to PSNH.

Given the relative values shown above, I submit that it would not be cost effective to
conduct an appraisal. In the alternative, I suggest the parties negotiate a reasonable value for this
Connection.
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Clearance Under Power Easement

The layout of the Clean Power Project around the east side of the City’s Waste Water
Treatment Plan (the “Plant”) includes a roadway for at-grade vehicle passage, as shown on
Exhibit B, under the easement granted by the City to PSNH, as shown on Exhibit B.

The Berlin Planning Board wants Clean Power to provide assurances to PSNH that the
Clean Power layout and use will not violate the clearances required under that line (the
“Clearance”). Within the easement, there is a primary power line from the grid to the existing
Plant with power at 13,500 volts.

Clean Power hereby provides the assurance to PSNH that Clean Power’s use will not
interfere with PSNH’s easement and the primary line. Clean Power will provide the assurances
customarily required by PSNH for Clearances of this sort. If necessary, under the National
Electric Code and related regulations, Clean Power will raise the power lines in the existing area
easement, over the access way. Please advise as to the specific Clearance required by PSNH in
this application and provide the agreement format between PSNH and Clean Power for the
Clearance.

Electrical Service Connection

In addition, electric service will be extended from the existing primary line, servicing the
Plant, as shown on Exhibit B, to the Clean Power facility (the “Service”). Clean Power will
provide an easement to PSNH required for this Service and any assurances customarily required.
Exhibit C attached is a copy of an easement to PSNH. Is that format suitable for this extension
of the use? If not, please advise as to the changes required for this Service.

I look forward to hearing from you so we can move these minor matters forward as the
research on the balance of Shelby Street continues.

RPD/mlb
cc: Debra A. Howland, Executive Director and Secretary

Public Utilities Commission
Clean Power Development

N:\OFFICE\Realestate\BU5INES5\Clean Po~ver\ItraIIwarden. I 0.12.1 0.tinal.wpd

D’Arnante
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